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Eye Worksheetp

Give the word being described. /15
a- Allows us to focus

b- Where the rods and cones are found

c- Controls the amount of light entering the eye

d- Third outer layer which protects the eye

e- Nourished the eye

f- Gel found between the lens and retina

White of the eye

Colour of the eye

Black hole of the eye

Area where there are no rods or cones

Brings the impulse to the brain

Nerve cell which allows us to see colours

The lens shape when looking at a close object

How the pupil will look in bright light

The type of image which lands on the retina

What type of lens is the picture below?

Which type of eye problem is this lens used for?
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How does a lens solve the problem?
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4. Why does a pe

6. How can a rson be myopic and hyperopic at same time?
€A.iL;t

7 . What are the neurons of the eye called?

8. What is the pupil?
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10. What is a blind spot?

11. When there is a lot of li what will happen to our pupil and iris?

12. How does our lens look when we are looking at somethinc rurl tl,m$ aard, {tr in

What type of image lands on the retina? {r"'uer&rd

Why is the image on the retina refracted?
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